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VILLATA STOOL SL

Our original Villata Stool has a seat moulded from
polypropylene that sits atop a sturdy steel frame
adding that sophisticated touch that will transform
your cafe, restaurant or bar. The design features a
relaxed and stunning profile that combines steel
with polypropylene to create a modern look in any
space

Dimensions

                

99cm   76cm     49.5cm   

Depth: 510mm
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Stacking No

Leadtime Stock

Material Plastic

Arms No

Linking No

Price Less than 200

 

 

 

Our original Villata Stool has a seat moulded from polypropylene that sits atop a sturdy steel frame adding that
sophisticated touch that will transform your cafe, restaurant or bar. The design features a relaxed and stunning profile
that combines steel with polypropylene to create a modern look in any space

Dimensions

                

99cm   76cm     49.5cm   

https://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/stacking/no/
https://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/leadtime/stock/
https://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/material/plastic/
https://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/arms/no/
https://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/linking/no/
https://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/price/less-than-200/
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Depth: 510mm

BRAND

HFC Design Lab
At the heart of our offerings lies the fusion of luxury and accessibility through our 'HFC Design Lab.' This specialized line
showcases a curated selection of meticulously crafted furniture pieces, embodying the quintessential Italian style while
being accessible to a broader audience. Driven by a passion for design excellence, each item within our HFC Design Lab
collection is a testament to our commitment to quality, durability, and aesthetic finesse. Whether you seek the opulence
of our high-end Italian furniture or the contemporary allure of our HFC Design Lab range, every piece is crafted with
precision, reflecting unparalleled artistry and innovation. With a dedication to elevating commercial spaces worldwide, we
invite you to explore our diverse catalogue, where luxury meets affordability without compromise. Experience the
essence of Italian-inspired design with HFC, where every piece tells a story of timeless sophistication and impeccable
craftsmanship
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